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Date: 28.12.2021

THE TEXTITE ASSOCTATTON (tNDtAl
GMTA EXAMINATION 2021

Section: B; Paper: B.5

Textile Testing
Marks:100 Time:2.00 pm to 5.00 pm

lnstructions:

1. Rttempt any SIX questions of which e.l is comoulsorv.
2. Answer each next questions on next page.
3. Figures to the right indicates full marks.
4. lllustrate your answers with neat sketches & flow charts wherever necessary.
5. Use cf non-programmabre erectronic pocket carcurator is permissible.
6. Mobile and any other communication devices are not allowed in the Examination Hall
7. Assume suitable data wherever n ecessary,

Ql a. Fill in the Blanks
1' With increase in a relative humidity (RH), the strength of cotton fibre.........

a- lncreases b. Decreases c. Does not change. d. First decrease and then
decreases.

2. lSOrecommendedinternationaltestconditionsare..................
a. 20"C,65% RH b. 21", C65%RH c. 25"C, 65% RH d. Zl",C 65% RH3. The area under the stress- strain curve of a fibre represents its.........
a. Toughness b. Ductility c. Tenacity d. Elongation

4. lf the moisture regain of cotton is 8.5% then the weight of water in Kg in
100 Kg of cotton will be............
a.7.83 b. 8.5 c. 8.83 d. 9.5

5 The units of berrding rigidity of a fabric are............
a. mN/mm b. mN/mm2 c. mN.mm d.mN.mm2

6' Amongst the following fibre properties, which one correlates the best with
the handle of the fabric?
a' lnitial modulus b. Yield stress c. Tenacity at break d. Elongation at break7' With an increase in pick density, thetensile strength of a fabric in warp
direction.
a. lncreases b. Decreases c. First increases and then decreases d. First
decreases and then increases.

8. ln the case of cotton, AFIS can be used to measure .........
a. convolutions per unit length b. Maturity c. Elongation d. strength9. Elmendorf tear tester directly measures
a. Tearing force b. Energy required to tear c. Tearing force X number of
broken threads d. Tearing force per broken thread

10. Nep identification on AFIS is based on.........
a. Pneumatic principle; b. optical principle; c. Gravimetric principle; d.
Capacitance principle;

LL. Unit of specific work of rupture is
a. cN b. cN/tex c. cN.tex d. cN.m

b Define the following terms
i. Humidity ii. Relative Hurnidity iii. Absolute Humidity iv. standard
Atmosphere v. Fibre maturity vi. Fibre length.
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Define English count and state its relation with tex count. 03
what sampling method is used for sampling of yarn and how you will do og
this?
Define Moisture regain and moisture content of textile fibre. Derive the OB
relationship between the moisture regain and moisture content.
what procedure would you adopt for the determination of the maturity og
ratio of cotton by the caustic soda swelling method?
Explain the neat labelled diagram, the working procedure of AFls. og
How the yarn count and yarn count cV% variation can be measfured in the og
industry?
Discuss the direct and indirect method of yarn numbering system. Describe 08
with example at least two indirect method of yarn numbering system.
what is neps? How can you measure neps? Describe a method to measure og
the neps.
Define hairiness of yarn. Explain the factors those are responsible to create 08
hairiness in the yarn.
Define drapability of fabric. How the drape of a fabric can be measured? og
Explain a method to measure the crease recovery of fabric. Og
Explain a method to measure the washing fastness to colour of a fabric. og
whatdo you understand by "classimat"? what information does a Uster og
Classimat provide to the yarn manufacture?
Write a short notes on the following lG
High Volume instrument (HVl)
Air permeability
KAWABATA
Pilling Tester
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